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Who we are
Roman has been designing and
manufacturing showering solutions
for over 30 years, and is home to
the UK’s largest shower
manufacturing plant. Roman’s
diverse and versatile collection of
products encompasses something
for every style and shape bathroom
- no matter what the budget.

Products Designed for All
Our products are carefully designed
for all. We consider different users’
needs to give totally effortless entry to
the entire family. Whether you would
like door-less entry, level access,
handles that can be used with a flat
hand, or a wider aperture, we have
something that will work with your
space all finished with a stylish
designer look.

Highest Quality Materials
At Roman we carefully fabricate and
anodise all our aluminium profiles. We
use aluminium because it is; light,
strong and requires minimal
maintenance. The anodising process
increases corrosion resistance,
product durability and further
enhances the material properties. Our
specialist anodising offers a bright
chrome like finish which is significantly
in excess of standard aluminium
finishing.

Branding
Roman is a reputable and well
established UK Brand, now
supplying showering products all
over the World. Our foundations are
strongly rooted in; innovative
design, manufacture, quality and
customer service. Our products are
used in some of the finest hotels
Worldwide.

Customer Service
Roman has invested in a complete
customer support network which is
there to support each purchase at every
stage; from initial enquiry  through to
after sales care advice. Roman employs
over 20 full time members of staff in our
Customer Support Centre, who all
receive comprehensive training on the
manufacture and installation of Roman’s
extensive collection of products.

Glass
We carefully select our glass
suppliers and all our enclosures
feature toughened safety glass. This
is a heat treatment to increase the
glass strength to make it around 5
times stronger than normal glass.  If
the glass were to break due to
impact, it would shatter into lots of
small pieces which are much less
dangerous and will help you avoid
any cuts or injury. All glass is strictly
tested in accordance with EN14428.
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At the heart of Roman is the desire to be the best.

It is Roman’s vision to lead and innovate in the Showering

industry. To design and manufacture top quality inspirational

showering solutions, which offers choice for all markets. 

To expertly manufacture our products in Britain, so they are

designed and built to last and offer a lifetime of effortless

showering for all. It is our aim to give all our customers

exceptional value and service; this ethos runs throughout the

culture of the business and cannot be imitated.
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Award Winning Product for Design & Innovation
Innovation and exceptional product design differentiates Roman from the
competition. Our products and ranges have won multiple awards for
innovation and design. Roman employ a dedicated in-house Design Team
who are based in our Design Centre. To add flexibility to our research and
development and to ensure control of our tray supply, Roman opened a
Tray Plant in 2005 to manufacture solid surface level access trays.

UK Manufactured
Roman products are designed and created specifically for the UK showering
market, offering the ultimate in quality, precision and craftsmanship. All Roman’s
manufacturing processes are carried out at our UK Manufacturing Plant and
Headquarters and meet and exceed approved UK and European testing standards.

Lifetime Guarantee
For complete peace of mind, all Roman Shower Enclosures and Bath
Screens are accompanied by a fully service backed lifetime guarantee.

Glass Protection
Winner of the House Beautiful ‘Best Cleaning Product’ Award 2009 Roman’s award
winning Ultra Care system gives the care and protection your shower enclosure
deserves to keep its long lasting sparkle. Roman Ultra Care is pre-coated onto your
enclosure or bath screen to protect the glass. It is also then available in a bottle so
you can top up this protection as part of your cleaning routine. The more you apply
the formula, the more you protect your shower enclosure. Roman Ultra Care
cleverly and effortlessly repels the build-up of grime, lime scale and stains. It has
been designed to maintain the sparkle of the glass for long term optical clarity. 

A three step restoration and cleaning kit is now available from Roman. This kit is
designed to restore your bathroom and shower to look like new! 

Roman products are available on the Fusion
design service. For more information contact
Roman Customer Relations - 01325 328033.
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The DecemX range has been meticulously designed and engineered by

our Roman Design experts. Components of the highest quality have

been brought together. With 10mm thick toughened glass. Chromed

Brass Hardware. Minimalist framing for a design perspective. Standing

majestically at a height of 2000mm. Hardware and handle options

available so you can create your desired effect. Ultra Care Glass

Protection Pre-coating included as standard. All combined to create a

stunningly visual range which is guaranteed for life

Why
Latin for 10, the Decem� 10mm thick glass range is the ultimate in showering

design. We have combined everything we have learnt about showering over

the last 30 years to create this unparalleled range, which for the first time

presents a series of design options for selected products.

Sliding Door Enclosures
The sublime Sliding Door Enclosure stands at an impressive height of 2000mm with luxury
10mm thick toughened glass. The Sliding Door features a soft close door system, to
present a silent and ultra-smooth running door action.  Its minimalist styling, chromed
brass square handle and bright silver frame come together to create a truly opulent
design. The minimalistic enclosure incorporates Roman’s Water Safe System to direct the
water back into the showering area. Install into an alcove fitting or into a corner situation
with a Side Panel. 

Hinged Door Enclosures
A statement design for every bathroom. Install alone or combine with Side Panels, or In-
Line Panels. Choose from a variety of size options and configurations. Self-closing hinges
for an effortless action. Install to tray or wetroom floor. Choose from curved or square
hardware and feature handle. Integrated Water Safe System for unparalleled water
integrity.

Neo-Angle Enclosures
The ingenious angled design of the enclosure will work around existing fixtures and
fittings, to fit flawlessly into your bathroom space. Its stylish chromed brass self-closing
hinges present an exceptionally smooth door action. The outward opening doors offer
wide and comfortable access and feature a design statement square handle and hardware. 

Wetroom Panels
Minimalist pieces create a boutique showering space. Frameless panels in a range of size
options. Concealed Profile option for a ‘floating’ glass effect. Additional Return Panel
option available. Install to tray or wetroom floor. Effortless access with sweeping door-less
and level entry access.

Expressions 
Introducing our exciting new digitally printed glass panels to the Decem Collection. This is
an exclusive technology to Roman. There are three glass design options: Distressed Brick;
Glass Block; and a Rainforest image. They present a whole new dimension to creating
your own unique individual bathroom space

Hinged Bath Screen
Indulgent over bath design. Power Shower approved for uncompromised showering.
Outward opening for easy access. Self-closing Hinges. Choose from curved or straight
hinges. Water Safe System for maximum water integrity.



Water Safe System
Our unique Water Safe System has been engineered to

offer the maximum water integrity available for a

minimalist designed enclosure. The system will guide

the water back into your showering area, to enhance

performance. It creates a water barrier to eliminate this

as a traditional weak spot. 

Bracing
An optional chromed brass bracing arm is supplied as

standard with many of our products, to give additional

support if required. The bracing arm has been intricately

designed to sit discreetly on the product, offering a

minimalist finish, whilst providing maximum support. 

Total height including bracing is 2030mm. 

Hinges and Handle
Self-closing hinges offer a superior action and create a positive

seal for the door. Made from chromed brass components to

give a quality finish and long lasting performance. Choose

between curved or square hardware to suit your taste.

Our chromed brass handle is available in a curved or square

finish to suit your taste. The feature handle looks stylish, whilst

being suitable for all users. It can be operated with a flat hand

for easy opening.

Detailing
To ensure the Decem� range is sublime, our Design team focussed in on

the detail. From the enhanced product adjustment, to our Water Safe

System. From the chromed brass branding badge, to the 10mm thick

toughened glass. From the pre-coated glass protection, to the increased

glass height of 2000mm. We have selected the best materials to craft

exceptional components, to offer a superior showering experience.  
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Printed Glass Technology
Introducing our digitally printed glass wetroom panels,

featuring three design options: Distressed Brick; Glass

Block; and a Rainforest image. This is a technology

breakthrough, which has been achieved by

collaboration of technologies with digital print

specialists Dimax. 
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Sliding Door DXT12AL  |  Grey Shimmer Shower Tray IAG129G 2
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Sliding Door
for Corner or Alcove fitting

Features and Benefits:
2000mm high (wall profile height)   | 2020mm high (to top of door glass)  | 10mm glass  | Silent and ultra-smooth
running roller bearing system   | Luxury ‘soft close’ door system  | Chromed brass machined components   |
Chromed brass feature handle  | Low profile PVC seals  | Bright silver frame  | 15mm of adjustment in each profile  |
Roman Water Safe System to tray or floor  | Alcove and corner options  | Please indicate handing (RH or LH) when
ordering  | Available with square hardware.

Sliding Door with Side Panel - for corner fitting
Enclosure Size Handing Adjustment Door Aperture Cost Cost Order Codes Required:
(mm) Style (mm) (mm) ex VAT inc VAT Door Side Panel

1200 x 800 Left Hand 1165 - 1180 & 765 - 780 418 £1458.34 £1750.00 DXT12L DX2R8 

1200 x 800 Right Hand 1165 - 1180 & 765 - 780 418 £1458.34 £1750.00 DXT12R DX2R8 

1200 x 900 Left Hand 1165 - 1180 & 865 - 880 418 £1500.00 £1800.00 DXT12L DX2R9 

1200 x 900 Right Hand 1165 - 1180 & 865 - 880 418 £1500.00 £1800.00 DXT12R DX2R9 

1400 x 800 Left Hand 1365 - 1380 & 765 - 780 518 £1541.67 £1850.00 DXT14L DX2R8

1400 x 800 Right Hand 1365 - 1380 & 765 - 780 518 £1541.67 £1850.00 DXT14R DX2R8

1400 x 900 Left Hand 1365 - 1380 & 865 - 880 518 £1583.33 £1900.00 DXT14L DX2R9

1400 x 900 Right Hand 1365 - 1380 & 865 - 880 518 £1583.33 £1900.00 DXT14R DX2R9

1700 x 800 Left Hand 1665 - 1680 & 765 - 780 668 £1666.67 £2000.00 DXT17L DX2R8

1700 x 800 Right Hand 1665 - 1680 & 765 - 780 668 £1666.67 £2000.00 DXT17R DX2R8

1

Sliding Door - for alcove fitting
Door Size Handing Adjustment Door Aperture Cost Cost Order Code Required:
(mm) Style (mm) (mm) ex VAT inc VAT Door

1200 Left Hand 1165 - 1190 430 £1041.67 £1250.00 DXT12AL 

1200 Right Hand 1165 - 1190 430 £1041.67 £1250.00 DXT12AR 

1400 Left Hand 1365 - 1390 530 £1125.00 £1350.00 DXT14AL 

1400 Right Hand 1365 - 1390 530 £1125.00 £1350.00 DXT14AR 

1700 Left Hand 1665 - 1690 680 £1250.00 £1500.00 DXT17AL 

1700 Right Hand 1665 - 1690 680 £1250.00 £1500.00 DXT17AR 

2

Sliding Door DXT17L and Side Panel DX2R8  |  Shower Tray RLT178  |  Shower Basket RSB011

For compatible trays and Roman Shield Wetroom System see pages 27 - 32.



Hinged Door DXL9CA  |  Side Panel DXR9  | Shower Tray RLT9  |  Shower Basket RSB07 17
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Hinged Door
for Corner or Alcove fitting

Features and Benefits:
Glass height - 2000mm  | Self-closing hinges  | Choice of curved or square chromed brass handle and hinges  |
Decem� bracing bar for optional usage supplied as standard with corner option  | Integrated ‘tray or floor’ Water
Safe System  | Suitable for installation onto tray or wetroom floor  | Roman Ultra Care glass protection included  |
15mm of adjustment in each minimal wall profile for easy installation | All door and panels sizes are interchangeable
to create the enclosure size of your choice  | Reversible for left or right hand fitting.

Curved Hardware Square Hardware

Hinged Door DXL9B  |  Shower Tray RLT79  |  Shower Basket RSB072

For compatible trays and Roman Shield Wetroom System see pages 27 - 32.

Hinged Door with Side Panel - for corner fitting
Door Size Handing Adjustment Door Aperture/ Cost Cost Order Code Required:
(mm) Style (mm) Projection (mm) ex VAT inc VAT Door

760 Curved 725 - 740 630 £538.13 £645.76 DXL76CA 

800  Curved 765 - 780 670 £546.87 £656.24 DXL8CA 

900 Curved 865 - 880 770 £555.62 £666.74 DXL9CA 

1000 Curved 965 - 980 870 £564.38 £677.26 DXL10CA 

760 Square 725 - 740 630 £538.13 £645.76 DXL76CB 

800 Square 765 - 780 670 £546.87 £656.24 DXL8CB

900 Square 865 - 880 770 £555.62 £666.74 DXL9CB 

1000 Square 965 - 980 870 £564.38 £677.26 DXL10CB 

Side Panel Size Handing Adjustment Cost Cost Order Code Required:
(mm) Style (mm) ex VAT inc VAT Side Panel

760 - 725 - 740 - £538.13 £645.76 DXR76 

800 - 765 - 780 - £546.87 £656.24 DXR8 

900 - 865 - 880 - £555.62 £666.74 DXR9 

1000 - 965 - 980 - £564.38 £677.26 DXR10 

1

Hinged Door  - for alcove fitting 
Door Size Handing Adjustment Door Aperture/ Cost Cost Order Code Required:
(mm) Style (mm) Projection (mm) ex VAT inc VAT Door

760 Curved 720 - 750 710 £857.50 £1029.00 DXL76A

800 Curved 760 - 790 750 £866.25 £1039.50 DXL8A 

900 Curved 860 - 890 850 £875.00 £1050.00 DXL9A

1000 Curved 960 - 990 950 £883.75 £1060.50 DXL10A

760 Square 720 - 750 710 £857.50 £1029.00 DXL76B 

800 Square 760 - 790 750 £866.25 £1039.50 DXL8B 

900 Square 860 - 890 850 £875.00 £1050.00 DXL9B 

1000 Square 960 - 990 950 £883.75 £1060.50 DXL10B

2

N.B.: Alcove Door prices/codes differ from Corner Fitting Door prices/codes as different components are included for Alcove Fitting.

Please note:
Product codes and prices have been split to enable easy selection of your chosen door and panel sizes.



Hinged Door DXL1HDB  |  In-Line Panel DXL1H12  |  Shower Tray RLT129   |  Shower Basket RSB0729
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Hinged Door with One In-Line Panel
for Corner or Alcove fitting

Features and Benefits:
Glass height - 2000mm  | Self-closing hinges  | Choice of curved or square chromed brass handle and hinges  | Decem�

bracing bar for optional usage supplied as standard  | Integrated ‘tray or floor’ Water Safe System  | Suitable for
installation onto tray or wetroom floor  | Roman Ultra Care glass protection included  | 15mm of adjustment in each
minimal wall profile for easy installation  | Reversible for left or right hand fitting  | Door aperture 630mm.

Hinged Door DXL1HDRA  |  In-Line Panel DXL1HR12  |  Side Panel DXHR9  |  Shower Tray RLT129  |  Shower Basket RSB071

Curved Hardware Square Hardware

For compatible trays and Roman Shield Wetroom System see pages 27 - 32.

Hinged Door with One In-Line Panel and Side Panel - for corner fitting
Enclosure Size Hardware Adjustment Total Cost Total Cost Order Codes required:
(mm) Style (mm) ex VAT inc VAT Door In-Line Panel Side Panel

1000 x 800 Curved 965 - 980 & 765 - 780 £1268.74 £1522.48 DXL1HDRA  DXL1HR10  DXHR8

1000 x 800 Square 965 - 980 & 765 - 780 £1268.74 £1522.48 DXL1HDRB  DXL1HR10  DXHR8

1000 x 900 Curved 965 - 980 & 865 - 880 £1312.50 £1574.99 DXL1HDRA  DXL1HR10 DXHR9

1000 x 900 Square 965 - 980 & 865 - 880 £1312.50 £1574.99 DXL1HDRB DXL1HR10 DXHR9

1200 x 800 Curved 1165 - 1180 & 765 - 780 £1399.99 £1679.98 DXL1HDRA DXL1HR12 DXHR8

1200 x 800 Square 1165 - 1180 & 765 - 780 £1399.99 £1679.98 DXL1HDRB DXL1HR12 DXHR8

1200 x 900 Curved 1165 - 1180 & 865 - 880 £1443.75 £1732.49 DXL1HDRA DXL1HR12 DXHR9

1200 x 900 Square 1165 - 1180 & 865 - 880 £1443.75 £1732.49 DXL1HDRB DXL1HR12 DXHR9

1400 x 800 Curved 1365 - 1380 & 765 - 780 £1443.75 £1732.50 DXL1HDRA DXL1HR14 DXHR8

1400 x 800 Square 1365 - 1380 & 765 - 780 £1443.75 £1732.50 DXL1HDRB DXL1HR14 DXHR8

1400 x 900 Curved 1365 - 1380 & 865 - 880 £1487.51 £1785.01 DXL1HDRA DXL1HR14 DXHR9

1400 x 900 Square 1365 - 1380 & 865 - 880 £1487.51 £1785.01 DXL1HDRB DXL1HR14 DXHR9

1600 x 800 Curved 1565 - 1580 & 765 - 780 £1575.00 £1890.00 DXL1HDRA DXL1HR16 DXHR8

1600 x 800 Square 1565 - 1580 & 765 - 780 £1575.00 £1890.00 DXL1HDRB DXL1HR16 DXHR8

1600 x 900 Curved 1565 - 1580 & 865 - 880 £1618.76 £1942.51 DXL1HDRA DXL1HR16 DXHR9

1600 x 900 Square 1565 - 1580 & 865 - 880 £1618.76 £1942.51 DXL1HDRB DXL1HR16 DXHR9

1

Hinged Door with One In-Line Panel - for alcove fitting
Enclosure Size Hardware Adjustment Total Cost Total Cost Order Codes required:
(mm) Style (mm) ex VAT inc VAT Door In-Line Panel

1000 Curved 960 - 990 £962.50 £1155.00 DXL1HDA DXL1H10

1000 Square 960 - 990 £962.50 £1155.00 DXL1HDB DXL1H10

1200 Curved 1160 - 1190 £1050.00 £1260.00 DXL1HDA DXL1H12

1200 Square 1160 - 1190 £1050.00 £1260.00 DXL1HDB DXL1H12

1400 Curved 1360 - 1390 £1137.50 £1365.00 DXL1HDA DXL1H14

1400 Square 1360 - 1390 £1137.50 £1365.00 DXL1HDB DXL1H14

1600 Curved 1560 - 1590 £1225.00 £1470.00 DXL1HDA DXL1H16

1600 Square 1560 - 1590 £1225.00 £1470.00 DXL1HDB DXL1H16

2

Please note: 
Door aperture/projection is 630mm approx. - enclosure size required is achieved by size of In-Line and Side Panels (this is reflected in Order Codes).



Hinged Door DXLHDRA  |  In-Line Panel DXLHR12  |  Side Panel DXHR8  |  Shower Tray RLT128  |  Shower Basket RSB011
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Hinged Door with Two In-Line Panels
for Corner or Alcove fitting

Features and Benefits:
Glass height - 2000mm  | Self-closing hinges  | Choice of curved or square chromed brass handle and hinges  | Decem�

bracing bar for optional usage supplied as standard  | Integrated ‘tray or floor’ Water Safe System  | Suitable for
installation onto tray or wetroom floor  | Roman Ultra Care glass protection included  | 15mm of adjustment in each
minimal wall profile for easy installation  | Reversible for left or right hand fitting  | Door aperture 650mm.

Hinged Door DXLHDB  |  In-Line Panel DXLH12  |  Shower Tray RLT129  |  Shower Basket RSB022

Curved Hardware Square Hardware

For compatible trays and Roman Shield Wetroom System see pages 27 - 32.

Hinged Door with Two In-Line Panels and Side Panel - for corner fitting
Enclosure Size Hardware Adjustment Total Cost Total Cost Order Codes required:
(mm) Style (mm) ex VAT inc VAT Door In-Line Panels Side Panel

1200 x 800 Curved 1165 - 1180 & 765 - 780 £1399.99 £1679.98 DXLHDRA DXLHR12 DXHR8

1200 x 800 Square 1165 - 1180 & 765 - 780 £1399.99 £1679.98 DXLHDRB DXLHR12 DXHR8

1200 x 900 Curved 1165 - 1180 & 865 - 880 £1443.75 £1732.49 DXLHDRA DXLHR12 DXHR9

1200 x 900 Square 1165 - 1180 & 865 - 880 £1443.75 £1732.49 DXLHDRB DXLHR12 DXHR9

1400 x 800 Curved 1365 - 1380 & 765 - 780 £1443.75 £1732.50 DXLHDRA DXLHR14 DXHR8

1400 x 800 Square 1365 - 1380 & 765 - 780 £1443.75 £1732.50 DXLHDRB DXLHR14 DXHR8

1400 x 900 Curved 1365 - 1380 & 865 - 880 £1487.51 £1785.01 DXLHDRA DXLHR14 DXHR9

1400 x 900 Square 1365 - 1380 & 865 - 880 £1487.51 £1785.01 DXLHDRB DXLHR14 DXHR9

1500 x 800 Curved 1465 - 1480 & 765 - 780 £1545.50 £1815.00 DXLHDRA DXLHR15 DXHR8

1500 x 800 Square 1465 - 1480 & 765 - 780 £1545.50 £1815.00 DXLHDRB DXLHR15 DXHR8

1500 x 900 Curved 1465 - 1480 & 865 - 880 £1556.26 £1867.51 DXLHDRA DXLHR15 DXHR9

1500 x 900 Square 1465 - 1480 & 865 - 880 £1556.26 £1867.51 DXLHDRB DXLHR15 DXHR9

1600 x 800 Curved 1565 - 1580 & 765 - 780 £1575.00 £1890.00 DXLHDRA DXLHR16 DXHR8

1600 x 800 Square 1565 - 1580 & 765 - 780 £1575.00 £1890.00 DXLHDRB DXLHR16 DXHR8

1600 x 900 Curved 1565 - 1580 & 865 - 880 £1618.76 £1942.51 DXLHDRA DXLHR16 DXHR9

1600 x 900 Square 1565 - 1580 & 865 - 880 £1618.76 £1942.51 DXLHDRB DXLHR16 DXHR9

1

Please note: In-Line Panels are in packs of two so one order code required only.

Hinged Door with Two In-Line Panels - for alcove fitting
Enclosure Size Hardware Adjustment Total Cost Total Cost Order Codes required:
(mm) Style (mm) ex VAT inc VAT Door In-Line Panels

1200 Curved 1160 - 1190 £1050.00 £1260.00 DXLHDA DXLH12

1200 Square 1160 - 1190 £1050.00 £1260.00 DXLHDB DXLH12

1400 Curved 1360 - 1390 £1137.50 £1365.00 DXLHDA DXLH14

1400 Square 1360 - 1390 £1137.50 £1365.00 DXLHDB DXLH14

1500 Curved 1460 - 1490 £1183.33 £1420.00 DXLHDA DXLH15

1500 Square 1460 - 1490 £1183.33 £1420.00 DXLHDB DXLH15

1600 Curved 1560 - 1590 £1225.00 £1470.00 DXLHDA DXLH16

1600 Square 1560 - 1590 £1225.00 £1470.00 DXLHDB DXLH16

2

Please note: 
Door aperture/projection is 650mm approx - enclosure size required is achieved by size of In-Line and Side Panels (this is reflected in Order Codes).

Please note: In-Line Panels are in packs of two so one order code required only.



Hinged door DXL2HDA  |  In-Line Panel DXL2HR12  |  Side Panel DX1R9  |  Roman Shield Wetroom System  |  Shower Basket RSB011
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Hinged Door with Hinged In-line Panel
for Corner or Alcove fitting

Features and Benefits:
Glass height - 2000mm  | Self-closing hinges  | Choice of curved or square chromed brass handle and hinges  |
Decem� bracing bar for optional usage supplied as standard  | Integrated ‘tray or floor’ Water Safe System  |
Suitable for installation onto tray or wetroom floor  | Roman Ultra Care glass protection included  | 15mm of

adjustment in each minimal wall profile for easy installation  | Reversible for left or right hand fitting  |  Door
aperture: 670mm corner fitting, 650mm alcove fitting.

Hinged Door DXL2HDB  |  In-Line Panel DXL2H12  |  Shower Tray RLT12829  2

Curved Hardware Square Hardware

For compatible trays and Roman Shield Wetroom System see pages 27 - 32.

Hinged Door with Hinged In-Line Panel and Side Panel - for corner fitting
Enclosure Size Hardware Adjustment Total Cost Total Cost Order Codes required:
(mm) Style (mm) ex VAT inc VAT Door In-Line Panel Side Panel

1000 x 760 Curved 965 - 980 & 725 - 740 £1225.00 £1470.00 DXL2HDRA DXL2HR10 DX1R76

1000 x 760 Square 965 - 980 & 725 - 740 £1225.00 £1470.00 DXL2HDRB DXL2HR10 DX1R76

1000 x 800 Curved 965 - 980 & 765 - 780 £1268.76 £1522.52 DXL2HDRA DXL2HR10 DX1R8

1000 x 800 Square 965 - 980 & 765 - 780 £1268.76 £1522.52 DXL2HDRB DXL2HR10 DX1R8

1000 x 900 Curved 965 - 980 & 865 - 880 £1312.50 £1575.00 DXL2HDRA DXL2HR10 DX1R9

1000 x 900 Square 965 - 980 & 865 - 880 £1312.50 £1575.00 DXL2HDRB DXL2HR10 DX1R9

1000 x 1000 Curved 965 - 980 & 965 - 980 £1400.01 £1680.02 DXL2HDRA DXL2HR10 DX1R10

1000 x 1000 Square 965 - 980 & 965 - 980 £1400.01 £1680.02 DXL2HDRB DXL2HR10 DX1R10

1200 x 760 Curved 1165 - 1180 & 725 - 740 £1356.25 £1627.50 DXL2HDRA DXL2HR12 DX1R76

1200 x 760 Square 1165 - 1180 & 725 - 740 £1356.25 £1627.50 DXL2HDRB DXL2HR12 DX1R76

1200 x 800 Curved 1165 - 1180 & 765 - 780 £1400.01 £1680.02 DXL2HDRA DXL2HR12 DX1R8

1200 x 800 Square 1165 - 1180 & 765 - 780 £1400.01 £1680.02 DXL2HDRB DXL2HR12 DX1R8

1200 x 900 Curved 1165 - 1180 & 865 - 880 £1443.75 £1732.50 DXL2HDRA DXL2HR12 DX1R9

1200 x 900 Square 1165 - 1180 & 865 - 880 £1443.75 £1732.50 DXL2HDRB DXL2HR12 DX1R9

1200 x 1000 Curved 1165 - 1180 & 965 - 980 £1531.26 £1837.52 DXL2HDRA DXL2HR12 DX1R10

1200 x 1000 Square 1165 - 1180 & 965 - 980 £1531.26 £1837.52 DXL2HDRB DXL2HR12 DX1R10

1

Hinged Door with Hinged In-Line Panel - for alcove fitting
Enclosure Size Hardware Adjustment Total Cost Total Cost Order Codes required:
(mm) Style (mm) ex VAT inc VAT Door In-Line Panel

1000 Curved 960 - 990 £962.50 £1155.00 DXL2HDA DXL2H10

1000 Square 960 - 990 £962.50 £1155.00 DXL2HDB DXL2H10

1200 Curved 1160 - 1190 £1050.00 £1260.00 DXL2HDA DXL2H12

1200 Square 1160 - 1190 £1050.00 £1260.00 DXL2HDB DXL2H12

2

Please note: 
Door aperture/projection is 670mm - enclosure size required is achieved by size of In-Line and Side Panels (this is reflected in Order Codes).

Please note: 
Door aperture is 650mm - enclosure size required is achieved by size of In-Line and Side Panels (this is reflected in Order Codes).
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Neo-Angle Door DXPDB  |  Neo-Angle Panels DXP129PAL  |  Neo-Angle Shower Tray DNT129L  |  Shower Basket RSB012
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Features and Benefits:

2000mm high (wall profile height)  | 2005mm high (to top of bracing)  | 10mm glass  | Chromed brass machined
components  | Chromed brass self-closing hinges  | Chromed brass feature handle  | Low profile PVC seals  | Bright silver
frame  | 15mm of adjustment in each profile  | Integrated ‘tray or floor’ Water Safe System  | Please indicate handing (RH
or LH) when ordering  | Available with square hardware  | Suitable for installation to Neo tray or straight to floor.

Neo-Angle Enclosure
Enclosure Size Handing Adjustment Total Cost Total Cost Order Codes required:
(mm) Style (mm) ex VAT inc VAT Door Neo Panels

900 x 900 Left Hand 860 - 875 £1125.00 £1350.00 DXPDB DXP9PAL

900 x 900 Right Hand 860 - 875 £1125.00 £1350.00 DXPDB DXP9PAR

1200 x 900 Left Hand 1160 - 1175 & 860 - 875 £1250.00 £1500.00 DXPDB DXP129PAL

1200 x 900 Right Hand 1160 - 1175 & 860 - 875 £1250.00 £1500.00 DXPDB DXP129PAR

1

Neo-Angle Enclosure
for Corner Fitting

For full details of Neo-Angle trays and Roman Shield Wetroom System see pages 31 - 32.

DNT129 Left Hand DNT129 Right HandDNT9

2

Neo-Angle Door DXPDB  |  Neo-Angle Panels DXP9PAL  |  Neo-Angle Shower Tray DNT9  |  Shower Basket RSB021

Please note: 
Door aperture/projection is 660mm - enclosure size required is achieved by size of Neo Panels (this is reflected in Order Codes).



Wetroom Panel DXFCP12  |  ‘L’ Return Panel DXFCPL2  |  

Roman Shield Wetroom System  |  Shower Basket RSB05
1

17
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Wetroom Panel with Exposed Wall Profile

and optional ‘L’ Return Panel 

Features and Benefits:
Glass Height - 2000mm  | Decem� surface mounted profile  | Decem� bracing bar for optional usage supplied as standard  | Suitable

for installation onto tray or wetroom floor  | Roman Ultra Care glass protection included  | 15mm of adjustment in each minimal wall

profile for easy installation  | Optional ‘L’ shaped return panel  | Reversible for left or right hand fitting.

Wetroom Panel DXFCP12  |  Infinity Gloss Shower Tray IAG129  |  Shower Basket RSB051

Wetroom Panel DXFCP8  |  ‘L’ Return Panel DXFCPL2  | 

Infinity Gloss Shower Tray IAG129  |  Shower Basket RSB01
1

For compatible trays and Roman Shield Wetroom System see pages 27 - 32.

Wetroom Panel with Exposed Wall Profile
Panel Size Style Fitting Type Adjustment Cost Cost Order Code
(mm) (mm) ex VAT inc VAT required:

800 Wetroom Panel Exposed 765 - 780 £415.62 £498.74 DXFCP8

900 Wetroom Panel Exposed 865 - 880 £437.50 £525.00 DXFCP9

1000 Wetroom Panel Exposed 965 - 980 £542.50 £651.00 DXFCP10

1200 Wetroom Panel Exposed 1165 - 1180 £573.12 £687.74 DXFCP12

240 ‘L’ Return Panel - +25 to above £218.75 £262.50 DXFCPL2

440 ‘L’ Return Panel - +25 to above £262.50 £315.00 DXFCPL4

1
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Wetroom Panel DXFCP12CF  |  ‘L’ Return Panel DXFCPL2  |  

Roman Shield Wetroom System  |  Shower Basket RSB05

1
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Wetroom Panel with Concealed Wall Profile
and optional ‘L’ Return Panel

Features and Benefits:
Glass Height - 2000mm  | Concealed wall profile supplied  | Suitable for installation
onto tray or wetroom floor  | Roman Ultra Care glass protection included  | 15mm of
adjustment in each minimal wall profile for easy installation  | Optional ‘L’ shaped
return panel  | Reversible for left or right hand fitting  |  LBBK4590  bracing bar can
be ordered if required for additional support.

LBBK4590 Brace Bar

Wetroom Panel DXFCP12CF  |  Infinity Gloss Shower Tray IAG129  |  Shower Basket RSB051

Wetroom Panel DXFCP8CF  |  ‘L’ Return Panel DXFCPL2  |  

Infinity Gloss Shower Tray IAG129  |  Shower Basket RSB01
1

For compatible trays and Roman Shield Wetroom System see pages 27 - 32.

Wetroom Panel with Concealed Wall Profile
Panel Size Style Fitting Type Adjustment Cost Cost Order Code
(mm) (mm) ex VAT inc VAT required:

800 Wetroom Panel Concealed 722 - 740 £328.13 £393.76 DXFCP8CF

900 Wetroom Panel Concealed 822 - 840 £354.38 £425.26 DXFCP9CF

1000 Wetroom Panel Concealed 922 - 940 £455.00 £546.00 DXFCP10CF

1200 Wetroom Panel Concealed 1122 - 1140 £485.63 £582.76 DXFCP12CF

230 ‘L’ Return Panel - +17 to above £218.75 £262.50 DXFCPL2

430 ‘L’ Return Panel - +17 to above £262.50 £315.00 DXFCPL4

1060 (Max) Bracing Bar - Cut to suit £82.87 £99.44 LBBK4590

1
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Decem Expressions
printed glass technology

Decem Expressions, a significant innovation

in digital glass printing on wetroom panels

– it is an exclusive technology to Roman.  

This breakthrough has been achieved due

to a collaboration of technologies with

digital print specialists Dimax. 

Unlike all current printed glass this new

technology allows any images to be printed

directly on to the glass, whilst all other

areas of the glass remain transparent and

crystal clear. The colours are directly printed

on to the glass; this is done with a specific

thermo-procedure.

This unique digital printing process also

provides the option of a Satinato finish,

which was not digitally possible before.

Roman can control the colour and level of

opaqueness desired on the glass design. 

Importantly this exclusive digital glass

printing is both water resistant and

protected against abrasion, which makes it

ideal to use in the bathroom.  

Decem Expressions with three glass design

options – Distressed Brick; Glass Block; and

a Rainforest image which all carry a lifetime

guarantee.

1200 Expressions Glass Block Panel left hand DXFC12GPL |

Roman 1600 x 800 Gloss Infinity Tray IAG168.
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DECEM�

900 Expressions Rainforest Panel left hand DXFC9RPL |

Roman Shower Basket RSB06.
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900 Expressions Brick Panel left hand DXFC9BPL |

Roman Shower Basket RSB06.
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Expressions printed glass technology
Features and Benefits:
Glass Height - 2000mm  | Decem� surface mounted profile  | Decem� bracing bar for optional usage

supplied as standard  | Suitable for installation onto tray or wetroom floor  | 15mm of adjustment in each

minimal wall profile for easy installation  | Optional ‘L’ shaped return panel  

For compatible trays and Roman Shield Wetroom System see pages 27 - 32.

In order to assure quality, regular Cross Hatch tests (EN1S02409, ASTM0870 and AS TM D2247) are conducted
and documented to prove the durability of prints. They are  warranted to CE Marking: EN12150 and EN14428. 

Wetroom Panel with Exposed Wall Profile
Panel Size Style Fitting Type Adjustment Cost Cost Order Codes:
(mm) (mm) ex VAT inc VAT Glass Block Rainforest Distressed Brick

800 Wetroom Panel Exposed 765 - 780 £561.09 £673.31 DXFCP8GP DXFCP8RP DXFCP8BP

900 Wetroom Panel Exposed 865 - 880 £590.63 £708.76 DXFC9GP DXFCP9RP DXFCP9BP

1000 Wetroom Panel Exposed 965 - 980 £732.38 £878.86 DXFC10GP DXFCP10RP DXFCP10BP

1200 Wetroom Panel Exposed 1165 - 1180 £773.71 £928.45 DXFC12GP DXFCP12RP DXFCP12BP

200 ‘L’ Return Panel - +25 to above £262.50 £315.00 DXFCPL2GP DXFCPL2RP DXFCPL2BP

Glass Block Rainforest Distressed Brick

Project Applications
Roman has initially launched Decem Expressions with three glass design options – Glass Block; Rainforest and Distressed Brick. Whilst these three are on ‘trend’ and

designated for the higher end of the interior design led retail bathroom market, the process lends itself perfectly for the Project market. Designers can now easily link up

other design themes through a Project directly onto a larger and visible position within the bathroom via the glass and there are no restrictions on colour or resolution.

Must indicate left or right handing of panel e.g.: DXFCP9GPL or DXFC9GPR

DECEM�

DECEM�

800mm Distressed Brick Panel DXFCP8BPL |

‘L Return Panel DXFCPL2BP
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Hinged Bath Screen

Features and Benefits:
Glass height - 1500mm  | Self-closing hinges  | Choice of curved or straight chromed brass hinges  |
Outward opening for ease of cleaning  | Integrated ‘bathtop’ Water Safe System for excellent water
integrity  | Suitable for use with power showers  | Roman Ultra Care glass protection included  | 15mm
of adjustment in each minimal wall profile for easy installation  | Reversible for left or right hand fitting.

Curved Hardware Square Hardware 

1 Bath Screen DXBLB   | Shower Basket RSB02

Hinged Bath Screen
Bath Screen Hardware Style Adjustment Cost Cost Order Code 
(mm) (mm) ex VAT inc VAT required:

830 Curved 815 - 830 £495.83 £595.00 DXBLA

830 Square 815 - 830 £495.83 £595.00 DXBLB

1
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Trays, Accessories and 
Taking Care of your Product
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To create the ultimate modern minimalist look Roman

introduce the Infinity Tray range which is available in

the choice of a matt or gloss finish. Our Infinity Trays

offer a breakthrough in technology as they can be

installed straight to joists so that once the floor tiles

are laid it creates level entry access into the shower

area. Manufactured from Roman Stone, the Infinity

Trays are strong and durable. They achieve their level

access feature due to them being only 40mm nominal

height. This product provides the added reassurance

of a tray, with the minimalist design and level access of

a wetroom. The flawless styling of the Infinity Trays has

been designed with a single angle flow to the waste.

The waste is suitable for power shower systems and

carries away 25 litres of water per minute. This

exclusive chic look is completed with a stylish load

bearing solid surface waste cover which still allows

access to the waste for cleaning. 

Features and Benefits:
Ultra low 40mm profile  | Gloss or matt finish available in white  |
Shimmer options in gloss only  | Manufactured using Roman Stone
Solid Surface Technology  | One angle of slope to waste to
maximise flow rating | Fast flow waste included, fully concealed
with solid surface cover piece.

Infinity Trays

Shimmer Black Shimmer White Shimmer Grey 

Shimmer Grey 

Shimmer Trays
Exclusive additions to our Infinity Tray collection are original

low level shower trays, featuring a stunning shimmer finish.

These unique additions include a radiant black, glittering

grey and twinkling white shimmer finishes. 
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1000 x 800mm

1200 x 900mm

1400 x 900mm

1600 x 800mm

Code Size (mm) Colour Finish £ ex vat £ inc vat

Rectangle Tray
IA108 1000 x 800 White Matt £325.50 £390.60

IAG108 1000 x 800 White Gloss £348.10 £417.72

IAG108B 1000 x 800 Shimmer Black Gloss £424.38 £509.26

IAG108W 1000 x 800 Shimmer White Gloss £424.38 £509.26

IAG108G 1000 x 800 Shimmer Grey Gloss £424.38 £509.26

IA128 1200 x 800 White Matt £366.19 £439.43

IAG128 1200 x 800 White Gloss £388.79 £466.55

IAG128B 1200 x 800 Shimmer Black Gloss £463.75 £556.50

IAG128W 1200 x 800 Shimmer White Gloss £463.75 £556.50

IAG128G 1200 x 800 Shimmer Grey Gloss £463.75 £556.50

IA129 1200 x 900 White Matt £379.75 £455.70

IAG129 1200 x 900 White Gloss £402.35 £482.82

IAG129B 1200 x 900 Shimmer Black Gloss £476.88 £572.26

IAG129W 1200 x 900 Shimmer White Gloss £476.88 £572.26

IAG129G 1200 x 900 Shimmer Grey Gloss £476.88 £572.26

IA149 1400 x 900 White Matt £420.44 £504.53

IAG149 1400 x 900 White Gloss £443.04 £531.65

IAG149B 1400 x 900 Shimmer Black Gloss £516.25 £619.50

IAG149W 1400 x 900 Shimmer White Gloss £516.25 £619.50

IAG149G 1400 x 900 Shimmer Grey Gloss £516.25 £619.50

IA168 1600 x 800 White Matt £434.00 £520.80

IAG168 1600 x 800 White Gloss £456.60 £547.92

IAG168B 1600 x 800 Shimmer Black Gloss £529.38 £635.26

IAG168W 1600 x 800 Shimmer White Gloss £529.38 £635.26

IAG168G 1600 x 800 Shimmer Grey Gloss £529.38 £635.26

1200 x 800mm



In its diverse range of footprints and gloss finish, the Roman

Tray range perfectly complements our diverse range of shower

enclosures to deliver something truly stunning and unique for

every installation. The power shower approved, easy clean,

90mm rapid drain outlet works with the sleek lines of the tray,

allowing up to 32 litres of water to be carried away per minute.

Incorporating a 40mm profile, the Roman Tray when installed

offers a small step into the shower enclosure. Manufactured

from composite resin capped acrylic it is easy to install as it

offers the option of flat to floor or raised on legs installation.

RectangleSquare

Features and Benefits:
Low profile - only 40mm in height  | Available with optional leg
kits to create raised version  | Manufactured from a composite
resin capped acrylic  | Gloss finish  | Height of panel kits 95mm
| 90mm Domed Waste included.

Riser Panel Kit shown with
legs and front panel

Chrome plated

domed waste

Acrylic Capped
Stone Roman Trays

Code Size OPTIONAL £ ex vat £ inc vat
Riser Panel Kit

X Y (see below)

Roman Square Tray
RLT76 760mm x 760mm RTPK03 £108.00 £129.60

RLT80 800mm x 800mm RTPK03 £125.00 £150.00

RLT90 900mm x 900mm  RTPK03 £170.00 £204.00

RLT100 1000mm x 1000mm  RTPK04 £270.00 £324.00

Roman Rectangle Tray
RLT79 900mm x 760mm RTPK03 £180.00 £216.00

RLT107 1000mm x 760mm RTPK03 £185.00 £222.00

RLT108 1000mm x 800mm RTPK03 £200.00 £240.00

RLT109 1000mm x 900mm RTPK03 £205.00 £246.00

RLT118 1100mm x 800mm  RTPK03 £205.00 £246.00

RLT119 1100mm x 900mm RTPK03 £205.00 £246.00

RLT127 1200mm x 760mm RTPK03 £195.00 £234.00

RLT128 1200mm x 800mm RTPK03 £195.00 £234.00

RLT129 1200mm x 900mm RTPK03 £220.00 £264.00

RLT149 1400mm x 900mm RTPK04 £315.00 £378.00

RLT158 1500mm x 800mm RTPK04 £355.00 £426.00

RLT168 1600mm x 800mm RTPK04 £390.00 £468.00

RLT178 1700mm x 800mm RTPK04 £410.00 £492.00

RTPK03 1200mm Square / Rectangle Panel Kit + feet £75.00 £90.00

RTPK04 1700mm Rectangle Panel Kit + feet £75.00 £90.00

29
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Anti Slip Advantages:
◼ Added reassurance in wet showers

◼ Easy to apply

◼ Hygienic and low maintenance

◼ Resilient and durable

◼ Solvent free

◼ Colourless

Possible Areas of Use:
◼ Shower trays

◼ Retirement homes and nursing homes

◼ Clinics and rehabilitation facilities

◼ Only for use with Roman Acrylic Capped Stone Trays

This kit allows for an Anti Slip coating to be applied

only on Acrylic Capped Stone Roman shower trays

which will aid the prevention of slips and falls in wet

& dry conditions.

This product confirms to BS7976-2:2002 achieving a

low slip potential within wet conditions and conforms

to DIN 51097 with a class C slip rating.

Independently UK tested and approved.

Code Description £ ex vat £ inc vat

RTAS01 Anti Slip Coating Pack £70.00 £84.00

Roman

Anti Slip Coating Kit

Kit contents:
◼ Basic coating ‘A’

◼ Hardener ‘B’

◼ Promoter

◼ Felt Roller

◼ Mini Cloth

◼ Masking Tape

◼ Mixing Stick

◼ Two Safety Gloves

◼ Instruction Manual

Kit contains material for a

maximum coverage of 1.2m2
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Code Size (mm) Colour Finish £ ex vat £ inc vat

DNT9 900 White Matt £280.00 £336.00

DNTG9 900 White Gloss £301.88 £362.26

DNT129L 1200 x 900 LH White Matt £345.63 £414.76

DNTG129L 1200 x 900 LH White Gloss £367.50 £441.00

DNT129R 1200 x 900 RH White Matt £345.63 £414.76

DNTG129R 1200 x 900 RH White Gloss £367.50 £441.00

DNT9B 900 Shimmer Black Gloss £389.38 £467.26

DNT129LB 1200 x 900 LH Shimmer Black Gloss £455.00 £546.00

DNT129RB 1200 x 900 RH Shimmer Black Gloss £455.00 £546.00

DNT9W 900 Shimmer White Gloss £389.38 £467.26

DNT129LW 1200 x 900 LH Shimmer White Gloss £455.00 £546.00

DNT129RW 1200 x 900 RH Shimmer White Gloss £455.00 £546.00

DNT9G 900 Shimmer Grey Gloss £389.38 £467.26

DNT129LG 1200 x 900 LH Shimmer Grey Gloss £455.00 £546.00

DNT129RG 1200 x 900 RH Shimmer Grey Gloss £455.00 £546.00

DNT129 Left Hand DNT129 Right Hand

DNT9

Neo Angle Tray

Waste Dimensionsns

Launch Autumn 2014Neo-Angle Trays

An angled design to fit flawlessly with the dedicated

enclosures. It is manufactured from Roman Stone using

Solid Surface Technology and incorporates a stylish chrome

waste – presenting a sublime finish. When installed it offers

a small step into the showering area. The dedicated Neo-

Angle Tray is suitable for use with power shower systems

and carries away 25 litres of water per minute. 

Shimmer Black

Shimmer White

Shimmer Grey 

DNT9 White
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Roman presents the all in one wetroom solution with Roman

Shield. The Roman Shield Wetroom System includes

everything you need to tank a room, including complete

wetroom kits to make the process easy. We have a range of kits

to choose from including those which contain our Pre-formed

Shower Floor. The Solid Surface Shower Floor is designed to

be installed onto your joist and then tanked and tiled over – it

creates a natural fall towards the waste so you don’t need to

use a levelling compound, and it also gives the added

reassurance of a tray beneath the tanking system, for total

water integrity. To view our guide on how to install a wetroom

visit: www.roman-showers.com and watch our step-by-step

video installation guide or scan QR code

Constructing a
Wetroom

Tray Former Specifications:
◼ Designed with 22mm thick edge work to be compatible with WBP board

◼ Can be trimmed by 50mm around the edges to miss joists if necessary

◼ Self-supporting - Installation directly to joists with no additional support 

◼ Nonporous

◼ Off-centre waste to avoid joists

◼ 17mm of fall to waste

◼ Available in 2 sizes:

1000 x 1000mm and 1350 x 850mm

◼ Suitable for installation to: timber floors, floating floors and concrete floors

◼ Available with a choice of 2 waste assemblies:

a. Tile (RSHSFWT) - supplied with a fast flow waste and stainless steel
cover - height adjustable to be compatible with a wide range of tiles

b. Vinyl (RSHSFWV) - supplied with a fast flow waste and pressed stainless
steel cover which is screw fixed to the waste body - height adjustable to

be compatible with 2 - 4mm vinyl

◼ 10 year True-Life guarantee

◼ Manufactured from Roman Stone, solid surface technology

Tray Former and Waste Assemblies

Description Code £ ex VAT £ inc VAT

1000 x 1000mm Pre-formed Shower Floor RSHSF10 £384.34 £461.21

1350 x 850mm Pre-formed Shower Floor RSHSF138 £384.34 £461.21

Roman Shield Waste for Tiles RSHSFWT £120.41 £144.49

Roman Shield Waste for Vinyl RSHSFWV £91.51 £109.81

RSHSFWT RSHSFWV

Easy to install

The Roman Shield Wetroom
System - winner of the KBB
Readers’ Design Award 2009

European Technical
Approval ETA - 0910200

Winner of the Homebuilding
and Renovating Magazine
Best Bathroom Product 2011

For more information and to view a
short video podcast of the Nine Easy
Step Installation guide, or to download
our technical installation manual visit
our website: www.roman-showers.com
or call Roman Customer Relations on
01325 328033 for further details. 

Tanking Kits
Roman Shield Tanking Kit 1: (Covers approx. 10m2)
Includes:  2ltr of Primer  | 15m of Roman Shield Tape  | 1 self-adhesive Shower
Outlet Sleeve (drain mat)  | 9kg of Roman Tanking Compound  | Installation
Instructions & Guarantee Card 

Code                    £ ex vat                  £ inc vat
RSH01               £262.09               £314.51

Roman Shield Tanking Kit 2: (Covers approx. 10m2)
Includes: RSH01 Tanking Kit 1 (see above)  | RSH02 Internal Corners x4  |
RSH04 External Corners x2  | RSH06 Pipe Sleeves x2
Code                    £ ex vat                  £ inc vat
RSH12               £317.88               £381.46

Complete Wetroom Kits
Roman Shield Wetroom System 1: (Covers approx. 10m2)
Includes:  RSH01 Tanking Kit 1  | RSHSF10 Pre-Formed Shower Floor  |
RSHSFWT Waste for Tiles

Code                    £ ex VAT                 £ inc VAT
RSHWP01         £722.44               £866.93

Roman Shield Wetroom System 2: (Covers approx. 10m2)
Includes: RSH01 Tanking Kit 1  | RSHSF138 Pre-Formed Shower Floor   |
RSHSFWT Waste for Tiles

Code                    Price ex VAT           £ inc VAT
RSHWP02         £722.44               £866.93
                                                                     

Roman Shield Wetroom System 3: (Covers approx. 10m2)
Includes: RSH12 Tanking Kit 2  | RSHSF10 Pre-Formed Shower Floor  |
RSHSFWT Waste for Tiles

Code                    £ ex VAT                 £ inc VAT
RSHWP03         £799.51               £959.41

Roman Shield Wetroom System 4: (Covers approx. 10m2)
Includes: RSH12 Tanking Kit 2  | RSHSF138 Pre-Formed Shower Floor  |
RSHSFWT Waste for Tiles

Code                    £ ex VAT                 £ inc VAT
RSHWP04         £799.51               £959.41

To calculate the Roman Shield tanking coverage you require go to
www.roman-showers.com and download the calculation table
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Simply choose which product you would like, then follow the six easy steps:
1. Take your drawings to your nearest retailer who will fax them to Roman. For your

nearest retailer contact Roman Customer Relations on 01325 328033 or visit
www.roman-showers.com

2. Roman will then send a quotation to your retailer for them to discuss with you.

3. If you are happy with this quotation Roman will produce a drawing to illustrate what

your final product will look like.

Note: Roman will make all drawings in accordance to your measurements and unless
otherwise requested, an adjustment allowance will be included. Please specify your

adjustment allowance prior to ordering.

4. Roman will then fax the drawing to your retailer who will pass this on to you. This

drawing will be in the form of a fax back agreement for you to sign*.

5. Once Roman receives the agreement, work will begin on your product.

6. You will receive your product within 5-6 weeks.

Decem� Custom Made
Design and Fitting Service

Our Decem� range of enclosures has been created with bespoke design

flexibility at the forefront. All products from the range can be created to

suit your specification, whether you are looking for an increased over-

height product up to 2.7 metres, through to reduced height products. We

can design your enclosure with the glass cut at an angle, or created your

product with frosted glass. Contact us with your product requirements.

* Once this agreement is signed you will be liable for any charges should you cancel your order.

Note: If you have special requirements which cannot be shown on these drawings please supply a
detailed plan drawing when submitting the application form.

Features and Benefits
◼ Over-height available up to 2.7 metres

◼ Angled glass available

◼ Frosted glass available

◼ Hardware options of curved or straight available 

◼ Made to measure items which fit almost anywhere

◼ All products made in accordance with your own measurements

◼ We endeavour to provide fast and efficient answers to all your questions

◼ Measure and fit service available

www.roman-showers.com

Direct Delivery and Installation Service
To give total peace of mind, Roman also offer a comprehensive and exclusive direct delivery and

installation service across the Decem� range. The service ensures that the site is correctly measured

and the Decem� products are installed correctly the first time. Added reassurance is also presented

with the two year installation guarantee and the Truelife Lifetime guarantee on the Roman product.

Please ask your retailer for further details or contact Roman Customer Relations on 01325 328033.
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Standard Clear
Glass Door

Description Bespoke Width Required Stock Reference Glass Finish Total Cost
Part bespoke: standard door with bespoke In-Line panel  1500mm DXL1HDB + XSPDXL1H16 Clear Glass £1554.00 Inc vat

Rapid Bespoke Service

DECEM Xpress

Curved Hardware A Square Hardware B

Hinged Door with One In-Line Panel for Alcove fitting

Bespoke Clear Glass
In-Line Panel

Please ring Roman Customer Sales on 01325 328034 if you require advice on any of the above information. 

A bespoke example is as follows:

The order form for this service can be downloaded at 
www.roman-showers.com/roman-customers/available-downloads/

Example:

Further DECEM Xpress options available - please visit the website www.roman-showers.com

• Glass Thickness: 10mm

• Door and In-Line Panel Height: 2000mm

• Roman Ultra Care glass protection included

• 7-10 day delivery

• Choice of hardware (Square ‘A’ or Round ‘B’)

• Easy to complete Order Form

• All doors are standard and approx. 700mm wide with a 630mm opening

• Door and In-Line panels are coded and priced separately
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Accessories

Spacers supplied so basket can be
hung directly onto the glass edge

RSB01
Double Hanging Basket with Hooks

RSB02
Large Curved Corner Basket

RSB03
Stepped Soap Basket

Roman presents a range of beautifully selected accessories to

complete your bathroom. Choose from our stylish shower baskets,

forged from solid brass with a contemporary chrome finish to keep

your bathroom a clutter free zone. Roman also presents the Roman

Shower Blade to make thorough cleaning a simple task. 
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Code Description Dimensions (mm) £ ex VAT £ inc VAT
Diameter Width Height

RSB01 Double Hanging Basket with Hooks 125 220   765 £135.99 £163.19

RSB02 Large Curved Corner Basket 224   296   73 £70.05 £84.06

RSB03 Stepped Soap Basket 131   260 57 & 29 £62.84 £75.41

RSB04 Large ‘L’ Shaped Corner Shower Basket 115/125 255/270 99 £91.69 £110.03

RSB05 Double Corner Shower Basket with Hooks 224 293 399 £118.47 £142.16

RSB06 Large Rectangular Shower Basket 120 260 95 £70.05 £84.06

RSB07 Double Rectangular ‘single wall’ Shower Basket with Hooks 120 260 95 £95.81 £114.97

RSB0100 Roman shower Blade - - - £27.30 £32.76

Accessories

RSB06
Large Rectangular Shower Basket

RSB07
Double Rectangular ‘single wall’
Shower Basket with Hooks

RSB0100

Roman Shower Blade

RSB05
Double Corner Shower
Basket with Hooks

RSB04
Large ‘L’ Shaped Corner Basket 

Accessories featured are available
at www.romanathome.com



Shower, Tile & Bath
Restoration and Maintenance Kit
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Taking care of your product

Glass Protection
The Ultimate Bathroom Protector on glass
Roman Ultra Care is an award winning bathroom protector and has a 10 year
track record for successfully protecting Roman’s extensive product range.
When applied to the glass of an enclosure or bath screen it creates a chemical
barrier which provides protection against the build-up of grime, limescale and
stains. The protective barrier means water glides off the glass with ease. This
results in the protected surface remaining easy to clean by simply applying a
mild detergent and wiping with a damp cloth or using a Roman Shower Blade.

By topping up the glass protection system with Roman Ultra Care in a bottle
every time you clean, you can significantly reduce the amount of time required
to clean your enclosure and bathroom surfaces. Most importantly, you can
considerably prolong the life of your Roman product and at the same time do
your bit for the environment by eliminating the use of harsh and damaging
cleaning products.

Winner of the 
House Beautiful

Best Cleaning Product Award 

All glass surfaces have a non smooth finish which can attract the build-up of
particles.  Roman Ultra Care provides an invisible protective film which
seamlessly seals the surface to ensure this build-up does not bond to the
glass and the glass retains its optical clarity for lasting sparkle. 

Simulation of glass
surface magnified

Before coating After coating

To maintain the long lasting sparkle of your Roman enclosure or bath screen and
aid  the Ultra Care pre-coated glass protection; Roman Ultra Care can be
purchased in a user friendly 750ml sized bottle. This can be purchased for only
£14.95 from your local Roman Bathroom Retailer, or alternatively from
www.romanathome.com
Roman Ultra Care is not limited to the cleaning and protection of your shower
enclosure or bath screen, it can also be used to protect other bathroom surfaces,
which are not pre-coated, including glass, tiles, aluminium frames, taps, trays,
sinks and baths.

Simply wipe down your bathroom surfaces after use and apply Roman Ultra Care
with  a soft cloth.

Roman Ultra Care can be used weekly as part of your bathroom cleaning routine.

The more you apply Roman Ultra Care the more protection you create for your
enclosure, therefore your enclosure will maintain its high quality finish for longer.
Without using Roman Ultra Care, your pre-coated glass protection will diminish
over time.

Important information to help you maintain your Roman product:

Ensure you clean your product using a mild detergent diluted in water and then
polish off using a soft damp cloth. Apply a coat of Roman Ultra Care after each
clean to   build-up the protective film on the surface.

If you live in a hard water area, periodically clean your product using a 50/50
solution   of white vinegar and water. The solution should be left on the enclosure
for approximately 5 minutes then rinsed off using warm water.

1. Do not use acidic based products which are unsuitable for cleaning enamel
surfaces.

2. Do not use abrasive cleaners or cleaners containing bleach or solvents, these
products will adversely affect the finish of the aluminium profiles.

3. Do not use scouring pads, powder or any sharp instruments when cleaning
your Roman enclosure.

Ongoing After Care

£14.95 inc VAT 
(£12.46 ex VAT) 

per 750ml bottle (RUCO3)  

The above price is for consumers only 

(minimum quantity for stockists 12 bottles (RUC13)

For details of your nearest stockist please
contact Roman Customer Relations on 01325
328033 or buy online at www.romanathome.com

Cleaning
RSB0100

Roman Shower Blade

Price £27.30 ex VAT   £32.76 inc VAT

3 Step System includes:

For details of your nearest stockist please contact
Roman Customer Relations on 01325 328033 or buy
online at www.romanathome.com

£24.95 inc VAT

(£20.79 ex VAT) per pack (RUC14)

The above price is for consumers only
(minimum quantity for stockists 12 packs RUC15)

Ultra Scrub Surface Stain Cleanser
Designed to effectively and easily clean your bathroom
surfaces, including Glass, Porcelain, Ceramics and other hard
surfaces. Developed to remove the build-up of minerals, rust,
soaps, oils and limescale but without damaging the surface.

Ultra Shield Glass and Surface Treatment
Formulated to clean and protect. Ultra Shield can be used on
your bathroom surfaces to create a water, soil and stain
repellent barrier coating which prevents water, soil and grime
from sticking for easier cleaning. This barrier is renewed with
each use.

Ultra Care Glass & Surface Protector
For a long lasting sparkle on bathroom and shower surfaces.
Ultra Care is the ultimate surface protector that repels the
build-up. Also available in large bottle for ongoing aftercare.

ELIMINATES HARD WATER & SOAP SCUM BUILDUP
CLEAN & PROTECT YOUR SHOWER IN MINUTES



Protecting the Environment - Roman’s Ecodentials
Roman is committed to caring for the environment and as a reflection of this commitment we became fully accredited with
ISO 14001 certification in 2009. We see looking after the environment as an important part of being a UK business and UK
manufacturer. As a business we care for the environment in two ways - by improving our systems to reduce our carbon
footprint and impact on the environment. We strive for continual improvement in this area. For more information on how
we are taking care of the environment visit our website: www.roman-showers.com and view our full list of ecodentials.
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Consumer Information
and Product Guarantee

◼ Enclosures and screens carry a Lifetime manufacturer’s guarantee if products
are installed according to the installation instructions - see guarantee criteria
to  the right.

◼ Simple and clear installation instructions are included with all Roman
Products.

◼ Selected Roman products are available for Virtual Worlds design service. For
more information contact Roman Customer Relations on 01325 328033.

◼ Any guarantee variations are indicated separately.

◼ All guarantee forms supplied with installation instructions must be
completed and returned to Roman within 60 days to validate the lifetime
guarantee otherwise only a statutory 12 month guarantee will apply.

◼ All Roman Bath Screens and Enclosures are manufactured using toughened
safety glass which complies to BSEN12150.

◼ All Roman Bath Screens and Enclosures are tested in accordance with
BSEN14428 - shower enclosures, functional requirements and test methods.

◼ Roman’s toughened glass is completely safe for use in our shower enclosures
and bath screens; providing our products are installed according to our
guidelines.

◼ It is important to note, that the glass must not be mounted or ‘pinched’ in
such a way that would cause a stress point to develop in the glass. In
addition, it must not be subjected to any sharp impact or severe
temperature fluctuation which may also cause a stress point to develop in
the glass.

◼ Roman’s toughened glass is physically and thermally significantly stronger
than standard glass. However a significant impact (or stress as outlined

above) can cause toughened glass to break. In the event of breakage,
toughened glass will break safely into small fragments in line with all relevant
standards.

◼ All heights quoted for enclosures and bath screens are from the top of the
shower tray or bath.

◼ All fixings are hidden on Roman products.

◼ The term “Silver” describes the colour of the aluminium finish. No silver
metal is included in any Roman products.

◼ All fixings and pivot pins are manufactured from stainless steel - this adds
great strength and durability to Roman products.

◼ All seals and gaskets on Roman products are manufactured from colourless
PVC.

◼ Roman over-bath products are not designed for baths with shaped or
stepped fronts or integral soap dishes.

◼ The design rights of these products are owned by Roman Limited. All rights
reserved.

◼ For compatibility of Roman enclosures with steam generators please contact
Roman Customer Relations for advice on 01325 328033.

◼ Where indicated that products are suitable for use with steam generators,
this refers to the performance of the product components. We do not
however suggest that the product will have complete steam integrity.

◼ Due to the nature of wetroom panel products, water integrity cannot be
guaranteed. Please consult your installer.

◼ For installation without a tray please refer to the Instruction Manual prior to
commencing installation.

Roman Ltd. guarantees all shower enclosures
and bath screens against faulty materials or
manufacture for LIFE, provided they have been
installed, used and maintained in accordance
with our instructions.

All Roman product guarantees must be
completed and returned within 60 days of
purchase to validate the relevant guarantee.
Failure to meet this deadline will result in a
statutory 1 year guarantee on all products.

Should a claim arise, Roman Ltd. Customer
Relations will investigate the issue. As part of
this investigation we request that the following
conditions be satisfied:

1. Proof of purchase at the time of the claim. 

2. The guarantee applies to the original
purchaser only and is non transferable.

3. The product has been fitted / installed in
accordance with Roman Ltd. fixing
instructions, local bylaws and general good
plumbing practice

4. The product has been maintained and
cared for in accordance with our
instructions (including regular and
appropriate cleaning). 

If in our opinion the product has been
modified, misused, neglected, wilfully or
accidentally damaged, we can accept no
responsibility for failure.

Roman Ltd. or its representatives must be
given the opportunity to inspect the product
in the installed condition.

Should any products included in the lifetime
guarantee be used for commercial use i.e.
leisure clubs, schools, hospitals, student
accommodation, hotels or residential homes,
only a 5 year guarantee will be applicable.

If in our opinion the product fails due to faulty
materials or manufacture and that the
conditions above have been met, Roman Ltd.
will arrange for a specialist Roman Technical
Representative to repair or replace that item at
our option. 

Roman Ltd. believes in continuous
improvement. If in our opinion the product has
failed under the terms of the guarantee and a
replacement is offered but identical goods are
no longer available, Roman Ltd. will replace it

with our nearest equivalent product. For
countries outside of the UK and Republic of
Ireland, where a product has failed due to
faulty materials or manufacture, a replacement
product or product part will be offered only.

Should Roman Ltd. carry out work as a result of
a claim but subsequently it is revealed that the
product has been abused or improperly
installed, we reserve the right to charge the
customer for the expense incurred.

The liability of Roman Ltd. is limited to the
product supplied by Roman Ltd. and does not
extend to consequential loss or damage
arising from the defective product.

This guarantee, which is effective for products
purchased after February 1st 2006, states our
entire liability and is offered to customers
acquiring our products as consumers, not in
the course of trade or business. Ex displays or
products reinstalled from their original position
are not covered under this guarantee.

Non glass or metallic parts (e.g. seals) are
subject to normal wear and tear through usage
and are therefore covered on all products for
1 year from installation.

Roman Ultra Care pre-coat is not covered by
this guarantee and it must be maintained by
applying Ultra Care from a bottle on an
ongoing basis.

Roman products not included in the lifetime
guarantee include all Roman Accessories and
Roman Shield® tanking products which are
covered for 10 years and Roman Shower Trays
which are covered for 1 year.  All guarantees
registered for shower enclosures or bath
screens between March 1st 1998 and February
1st 2006 are subject to a 10 year guarantee.

This guarantee does not affect your statutory
rights.

This guarantee is wholly applicable in the U.K.
and Republic of Ireland – export conditions as
indicated.

Roman Ltd
Whitworth Avenue, Aycliffe Business Park, 
County Durham, DL5 6YN
Tel: 01325 311318   Fax: 01325 319889
www.roman-showers.com

Roman have an ongoing policy of design, development and improvement and thus reserve the right to modify specification, ranges and prices without prior notice. Images
are for illustration purposes only - please refer to your retailer as site conditions will vary or contact Roman Customer Relations on 01325 328033 for installation specifications.

Product Guarantee

Roman shower enclosures have been tested and fully conform to the scope and relevant characteristics of  BS
EN14428:2008+A1 (Shower Enclosures - Functional requirements and test methods), to meet the requirements of the mandate
given under the EU Construction Product Directive (89/106/EEC).

As a result of full compliance to the directive and harmonized standard; Roman shower enclosures carry the ‘CE’ mark and are
accompanied by a declaration  of performance. (Available to view on www.roman-showers.com)

The CE marking indicates Roman shower enclosures conform to all essential requirements of European health and safety and
environmental protection legislation. The conformity is mandatory, and allows Roman products to be legally placed on the
market anywhere in the European Economic Area.

Additionally all Roman trays fully conform to EN14527:2006+A1 2010.

EMS 523823

Roman brochures are
printed on stock sourced
from sustainable forests.

All waste is segregated into
recyclables and non-recyclables.
93% of all waste is recycled -
landfill reduced to 7% of total

waste generated.

♻
All Roman Shower
Enclosures and Bath
Screens and Trays are
manufactured in the UK.

All Roman Shower Enclosures, Bath Screens and
Trays are  manufactured in the UK.

All vehicles with Euro 5 compliance engine
vehicles saving 22% on emissions.

Company car policy has been updated so only
vehicles with less than 125 grams of CO2’s per

Kilometre can be used in the fleet.
Overall company CO2 reduction since 2009 is 20%.

As well as considering the environment during the
manufacture of our products, we are also mindful

of how our products can impact on the
environment after they leave us. The addition of
our Ultra Care Pre-coated Glass Protection means
that dirt, grime and soap scum are washed away
during the shower use. This means the use of harsh
chemicals during the cleaning process can be
eliminated and less water is required during the

cleaning process.

IMPORTANT PRODUCT DETAILS



Roman Limited,

Whitworth Avenue,

Aycliffe Business Park,

County Durham,

DL5 6YN,

England, UK.

General Reception:

Phone +44 (0) 1325 311318

Fax +44 (0) 1325 319889

Customer Relations:

Phone +44 (0) 1325 328033

Sales:

Phone +44 (0) 1325 328034

Fax +44 (0) 1325 328027
Roman would like to thank the following

for their assistance with this brochure:

Tel: 020 8586 4600

www.ncdirect.co.uk

Roca bathroom furniture 

supplied by Roca:

Tel: 01530 830080

www.uk.roca.com
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